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Truth About Syria.”How Could Corporate
Journalists Get Away with Their Lies…”

Damascus, December 2018. Two great independent journalists sit
down together: Eva Bartlett and Vanessa Beeley.
Eva Bartlett: ‘when I arrived on the 29th (of December 2018) I was
told that, aside from yourself (gestures to Vanessa Beeley), I was the
only other western journalist in Syria. And it struck me not so much as
surprising, in fact it’s more expected, that corporate media journalists
could very well be here, but they’re not.’
Vanessa Beeley: ‘Well, there’s been silence in the media about what
is effectively a victory for Syria, for the secularism of Syria against
extremism and persecution and tyranny.’
In April 2017 I made my first trip to Syria because of these two
inspiring women. Pg 1-3

White Helmets - A Terrorist Organization, and
the Support of the Trump Administration
The White Helmets are a terrorist affiliate of ISIS and al-Nusra front
and not paramedics. A British secret service agent created these
pseudo paramedic terrorists with the financial support of Western
countries. Pg 3-4

The “ISIS Resurgence” is Fake News

The evidence is clear – ISIS are, and always have been, a US creation

Donald Trump’s decision to “withdraw” from Syria has kicked up a lot
of dust – there’s sympathy for the poor Kurds, concern for the stability
of the region, fear of “increased Russian influence”…and dire
warnings of a possible “resurgence of ISIS”. Pg 4-7

Palestine Lecture Proceeds as
Milan Students Stand Up To
Zionist Attempt to Block It

Zionist groups tried and failed to stop ProPalestinian Israeli activist Miko Peled
from giving a lecture at Milan University
in Italy. Pg 7-9

The Pathocracy of the Deep
State: Tyranny at the Hands of
a Psychopathic Government
“Politicians are more likely than people
in the general population to be
sociopaths. I think you would find no
expert in the field of
sociopathy/psychopathy/antisocial
personality disorder who would dispute
this… That a small minority of human
beings literally have no conscience was
and is a bitter pill for our society to
swallow — but it does explain a great
many things, shamelessly deceitful
political behavior being one.”—Dr.
Martha Stout, clinical psychologist and
former instructor at Harvard Medical
School. Pg 9-11

Additional Articles
The Putin-Nazis Are Coming
(Again)!: Pg 11-14
BREXIT – Yes or No – a Deal
Prearranged 3 Years Ago: Pg 14-16
US Plot to Transfer Thousands of
ISIS Terrorists from Syria to Iraq:
Pg 16-17

Peace Expert George W Bush Says
‘Isolationism’ Is Dangerous To
Peace: Pg 17-18
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Truth About
Syria.”How Could
Corporate
Journalists Get
Away with Their
Lies…”

change my life.

Vanessa Beeley

and Eva Bartlett and their,
sometimes, life-risking efforts to
bring the truth out of Syria, I
realised just how poisoned the
dark pool of propaganda against
this sovereign nation actually
By Alison Banville
was, and as time went on it was
brought home to me, as I
Having been awakened to the
bias, distortion and outright lies watched corporate journalists
reporting from Beirut before
of the corporate media for
many years I had found others introducing the latest White
Helmet fictional production
who shared my anger and
frustration and had done my best (White Helmets' black record: 'Real
through online campaigning and Syrian civil defence groups describe
writing to challenge those who them as terrorists':
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
dare call themselves journalists
v=ijXYoBTHues), that as an
but who obediently,
independent journalist myself, I
enthusiastically and willfully
simply had to go to Syria and
amplify the narrative fed to them
report first-hand on what I found
by their official sources. Their
there.
stenography has abetted the
murderous wars that have killed,
literally, millions of innocent
people and it is no slander to
accuse these media criminals of
having blood on their hands.
And when it comes to Syria, the
blood stains on those corporate
Eva Bartlett
journalists’ hands can never be
washed away.
My co-editor at BSNews
I didn’t trust mainstream media (https://bsnews.info/), Mike Raddie
(CrossTalk: Demystifying Syria reports, of course, when they
Source:
https://www.globalresearch.ca/howcould-corporate-journalists-get-awaywith-their-lies-truth-aboutsyria/5692308

https://www.youtube.com/watch?

first talked of an ‘uprising’ in
v=WSp5dnITW_E&t=370s), made
Syria and a ‘brutal’ crackdown
the first journey for our website,
by the government, but thanks to
in 2016 when I had been unable
Vanessa Beeley
to join him, but in 2017 we both
made the trip which was to
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Damascus in April 2017 was still
being shelled from Ghouta (the
civilian death toll being now
11,000 deaths) and the district of
Bab Touma where we were
staying had been targeted, as
both Vanessa
(https://21stcenturywire.com/2018/01/
24/damascus-death-afternoon-ignoredcorporate-media-west/) and Eva
(https://www.globalresearch.ca/usbacked-terrorism-in-syria-a-first-handaccount-of-the-use-of-mortars-againstcivilians/5401390) have reported.

So it was with a strange kind of
joy that we drove through the
Old City gate, guarded by Syrian
Army soldiers, to arrive at our
hotel. It was exhilarating
knowing I was finally here! And
the next morning, when the
sound of an explosion in the near
distance woke me up, there was
a surreal sense that I had passed
through into a parallel reality.
But this was life for the people
of Damascus: the waiters and
waitresses glided back and forth
throughout breakfast as the
booms continued and in the
streets people were going about
their business much as you see
here in this video I shot last year
as we walked back to our hotel
through Bab Touma.
Come with us on a walk
though the Old City of
Damascus https://youtu.be/4y49cnjFTWo
That well-worn phrase ‘an
indomitable spirit’ became
infused with deeper meaning as I
walked the streets of Damascus,
Aleppo and Homs in 2017. The
affect upon me of our visit to
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East Aleppo talking to residents their sons, daughters, fathers,
Thoreau wrote in 1849 that
who’d had children murdered by mothers, brothers and sisters to slavery called upon every person
the terrorists is beyond my
be martyred in a battle for all our to declare their opposition to it
powers of description to fully
survival; how tragic then that
and to act upon that moral stance
convey, but it left a mark on my news consumers in the West do even if it meant imprisonment.
soul that will never be erased. In not know what a debt they owe. He stated that the issue divides
Homs, too, we met those who
George Orwell couldn’t have
nations, communities, families,
had suffered this most
written anything more sinister and even the individual,
unimaginable of horrors,
and Goebbels himself could not separating ‘the diabolical in him
igniting a special kind of
have devised a more nefarious from the divine.’ And so it is
anguish within me fueled by the propaganda strategy than the one with Syria.
fact that the Syrian people are to which Syria has been
suffering at the hands of my own subjected. I have seen time and This conflict has tested even
government which meant an
again in my everyday life how seasoned media activists and
involuntary apology hovered on those who are happy to be spoon found them wanting: Media
my lips during my encounters. fed their news by corporate
Lens have refused to support
However, we were met
sources react on command to the Vanessa Beeley, a journalist
everywhere with a moving
‘trusted’ information they
embodying everything they have
understanding, being told more absorb. But these willfully
pleaded for in their books and
than once that ‘people are not
ignorant citizens in Western
online output for almost twenty
their governments’, a sentiment I countries carry a responsibility years. They could not bear the
wrote about
for the carnage in Syria and they heat of the fire that Vanessa lives
(https://morningstaronline.co.uk/articl must learn – they will learn in with every day for even a
e/no-one-should-decide-syria
the end – that there was no fence moment, and so they have
%E2%80%99s-fate-syrian-peopleto sit on when crimes of this
helped to suppress the voices of
themselves) last year from
magnitude were being
Syrians, ironically aiding the
Damascus where we happened committed by their governments. very forces they have railed
to be when the UK, US and
I once read that western
against for so long. They folded
France bombed in ‘retaliation’ populations are the most
when it truly mattered, unlike
for the ‘Assad chemical attack’ ignorant and apathetic in the
their ally John Pilger who
in Douma, which was, of course, world and I have to agree.
publicly and unequivocally
another despicable propaganda
declared his support for Vanessa
exercise.
How could corporate journalists from the start without hesitation.
get away with their lies if they
We also returned
were consistently held to
When the truth is at stake our
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?
account by an awakened
actions tell us who we really are.
v=QOqTv3OtbR8&t=5s) to Aleppo audience? This is the job of
last year, a city that has found a every responsible citizen, not
And for the independent
very special place in my heart, just a few independent activists journalist that means knowingly
and to see it rising again with
like myself who have taken up devoting yourself to a path that
bustling cafes and building work the pen in order to expose the
will never bring the material
everywhere I felt uplifted by the rotten nexus that is setting the rewards or accolades of a
sheer resilience and bravery of a world aflame for profit and
corporate career.
people who have resisted an
power. It has to stop. And Syria
imperial onslaught that has
has been the field upon which But what price integrity? What
ravaged and devoured so many the endgame has played out,
price truth? We fund ourselves
other nations.
testing every one of us to stand with part-time jobs or much
up and declare our allegiances. appreciated donations and we
The Syrian people have given up
2
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have, in reality, something a
(https://ahtribune.com/world/northcorporate hack will never know africa-south-west-asia/syriacrisis/1531-white-helmets-oscar.html)
– freedom.
from the terror-supporting
And no amount of money in the Hollywood factory, contracted
by Israel and the Pentagon
world can buy that. I have
crowdfunded my upcoming trip (https://ahtribune.com/world/northafrica-south-west-asia/syriato Syria and I’m incredibly
crisis/3117-israel-terrorists-whitegrateful to everyone who helped
helmets.html). Except for the
me reach my target so that I can
Western fawning and corrupt
now go. Support for journalism
media, the White Helmets are
that counters the mainstream’s
considered a terrorist affiliate
lies is never more vital than in
(https://www.globalresearch.ca/syriathis historical moment. The
white-helmets-more-dangerousvoices of the Syrian people must terrorist-retired-schoolteacherbe brought out for the world to mesyaf/5676813) and extremely
hear.
dangerous. They are not
paramedics but a ragtag gang of
White Helmets - A Western financed terrorists
(https://21stcenturywire.com/2018/10/

Terrorist
Organization, and
the Support of the
Trump
Administration

17/syria-exclusive-vanessa-beeleymeets-the-white-helmets-and-armedgroup-leader-in-daraa-al-balad/).

The Trump administration
pretense of fighting terrorism;
actually, they support this terror
group with 4.5 million USDollars. It comes to no one's
surprise. Haven't the U.S created
the Syrian terror scene in the
first place? Why does Donald
Trump follow Obama's fatal
footprints in Syria, instead of
eradicating his disastrous legacy
in this country? Instead of
having shred the Iranian Nuclear
Deal, Obama's main
achievement, Trump instead
gave in to Israel's extremist
Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu's pressure and let the
deal heading south.
Germany granted these White
Helmets terrorist refugee-status
in Germany due to the pressure
of Israel. In the year 2000, the
German government also
succumbed to Israel's influence
when the Zionist occupation
forces pulled out of Lebanon in a
hush-hush operation. Germany
had to accept their collaborators
from the South Lebanese Army.
The then German Foreign
Minister Joschka Fischer was an
obedient subordinate to Israel
and especially to Madeleine
Albright, the then U. S.
Secretary of State, who showed
him future prospects after
leaving the office.

The White Helmets only come
to the "rescue" in ISIScontrolled and run territories.
When there were so-called
poison-gas attacks, the first on
the scene were White Helmets.
Just a coincidence? Were they
even part of these staged poisongas attacks by their brothers and
sisters from ISIS? Studies have
shown no involvement of the
Syrian Armey but rather by ISIS
and al-Nusra. Up till now, the
White Helmets are only present
in ISIS-controlled territory.
Source:
https://ahtribune.com/us/trump-at- There is not only evidence for
war/3592-white-helmets-trump.html the involvement of the White
The Trump administration went
Helmets in staged false chemical out of its way, saying that the soBy Ludwig Watzal
and other attacks but also in
called "Syrian Civil Defense"
harvesting organs of pretended (SCD= better-known as "White
Great Britain, France, Germany, rescued, as the Russian-based
Helmets") did "important and
and the U. S financed this terror Foundation of the Study of
highly valued" work. If the
organization. They received
Democracy presented.
Trump White House would have
even an OSCAR award
had a sound crap of
3
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contemporary developments,
By Kit Knightly
they could have never come up
with the statement that these
Lindsay Graham and his chorus
terrorists have "secured more
of retired generals and
than 115.000 people". They have bloodthirsty lunatics have been
been involved in staging terror tweeting about it all over the
incidents and then appeared as place:
so-called rescuers.
That the U. S. sticks to its own
"baby" shouldn't surprise
anyone. The White Helmets are
only a little department of a
more extensive terror network
that the Western imperial powers
created to topple a legitimate
ruler of Syria, President Bashar
al-Assad. That Russian President
Vladimir Putin, the Iranian
government and the Lebanese
Liberation Organization
Hezbollah tipped to this political
scam should perhaps only
surprise the Americans and their
European minions.

It’s vital we all remember that
“ISIS” – the balaclava-wearing,
black-clad, sword-swinging, TVchannel having death cult; with
fleets of matching Toyotas, their
own end of year reports, a brand
new currency and a plan for
world domination – are not real.
They are a creation, a myth. The
CIA’s traditional “Islamic
zealot” proxies, with a videogame generation make-over and
their own twitter accounts.
As the media’s favourite
bogeymen are warming up for
an encore, we look back over
our coverage, highlighting just
how absurd the “ISIS” narrative
has always been.

THE HOLES IN THE
NARRATIVE

Putin and the Turkish President
Erdogan, together with President
al-Assad, will protect the border
to Turkey to prevent the Kurdish
militia from committing attacks
inside Turkey. Whether this will
be a successful undertaking also
depends on Israel, which has
been supporting the Kurdish
struggle for an own state, but out
of base motives, which do not
serve the real independence of
the Kurdish people.

The “ISIS
Politico, Newsweek and (of
The Guardian have been
Resurgence” is Fake course)
enthusiastically spreading the
News
story. As have dozens of others.
Source: https://offguardian.org/2019/10/18/the-isisresurgence-is-fake-news/

Well, not seriously at all,
honestly.

How seriously should we take
these warnings?

4

The narrative of ISIS has always
been vague, they’ve had four
different names, no recognised
leaders and an uncertain
backstory. Ask the average
person on the street what
separates ISIS from, say, regular
old al Qaeda and they couldn’t
tell you. Not really. That’s
because ISIS have always been
simply “terrorists double
extreme mode”. They don’t have
an ideology, they have a brand.
A backstory so thin you can
puncture it by just asking a few
questions.
Questions you aren’t supposed
to ask about ISIS: #1 – those
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Toyota trucks

ISIS. I watched events unfold… Not wars against Christians in
nothing looks right, nothing Europe or America – or even
(https://offrings right. I covered 14 wars in Jews in Israel – no they fight
guardian.org/2015/03/31/questionsmy time as a war reporter and wars against other muslims. A
you-arent-supposed-to-ask-about-isisI’ve never seen anything like LOT of other Muslims.
1-those-toyota-trucks/)
this. It looks more like theatre
than actual fighting…."
They fight against Assad in
That’s what Catte did back in
Syria, and Hezbollah in Lebanon
2015, the first article of ours to All of which leads us to the most and Houthis in Yemen.
get any real attention –
obvious question of all…
something that needed to be
They even fight against China
said. A question that needed to
The idiotic image of ISIS: are and Iran in Afghanistan:
be asked. The first step in
we losing our critical thinking?
collapsing the ISIS myth.
ISIS in Afghanistan: Proxy
Other absurd claims were
deconstructed later on.
Does ISIS really smuggle
“$3M worth of oil” into
Turkey EVERY DAY?
(https://offguardian.org/2015/04/10/does-isisreally-smuggle-3m-worth-of-oil-intoturkey-every-day/)

(https://offguardian.org/2015/11/07/the-idioticmedia-version-of-isis-are-we-losingour-critical-thinking/)

THE SERVING OF THE
AGENDA
Now, OK, I will grant you that
weird things do happen. Some
stories seem too strange to be
true, and yet they are true.

War Against Iran and China
(https://offguardian.org/2015/08/14/isis-inafghanistan-proxy-war-against-iranand-china/)
Hmm…Syria, Lebanon, Yemen,
China and Iran. That’s an
interesting list of enemies, isn’t
it?

Noticeably absent from that list
is Israel – despite being brutally
There is, at least, a theoretical
antisemitic Islamic zealots, ISIS
possibility ISIS really are the
have never actually declared war
supervillains the media describe.
on Israel. They even published
an article explaining why they
But there’s more to it than that –
don’t want to
there’s the agenda ISIS serve.
We were told that ISIS was
(https://www.timesofisrael.com/islamic
We’ve covered WHAT they are, -state-explains-why-it-doesnt-attackminting their own currency,
now we look at WHY they are. israel-yet/).
selling millions of dollars of
heroin and planning to, literally, And when you ask why ISIS
take over the world. They even exist you’re really asking two
Yes, seriously.
had their own financial reports, questions:
released at the end each year.
(The one time ISIS accidentally
• What does ISIS do?
They are laminated.
DID fire on the IDF…they
apologised • What does the existence https://www.independent.co.uk/news/w
This maelstrom of absurdity,
of ISIS allow others to orld/middle-east/isis-israel-defenceexaggeration and theatricality
force-apology-attack-unit-golando?
lead one experienced Middle
heights-defense-minister-moshe-yaEast reporter to say:
alon-a7700616.html).
The first one is fairly simple to
"There’s something very weird answer – ISIS fight wars.
That is what ISIS do: they attack
and strange and not right about
ISIS having their own oilengineers, selling billions of
dollars worth of crude oil, was
only clearly ridiculous…and it
only got more so.

5
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a list of enemies that curiously
resembles NATO’s list of
enemies.
But what about the second part
of the question – what does the
existence of ISIS allow Western
governments to do?
Well, internationally ISIS have
allowed the US to remain in Iraq
long after they planned to
withdraw. They allow US
bombers to attack Syria under
the guise of attacking ISIS, they
allow Turkey to move into
northern Syria, and Israel to
reinforce the Golan Heights.
US Drones Attack Syria’s
Military, “Disguised as an
Airstrike against ISIS”

up the militarization of the
police in the UK as well:

the US
has shown more concern for
ISIS than they usually do
Patrick Cockburn wants us to innocent civilians, let alone
be very afraid of ISIS
enemy combatants.
(https://offguardian.org/2015/06/30/patrickcockburn-wants-us-to-be-very-afraidof-isis/)

So, to sum up: “What does ISIS
allow Western governments to
do?”

before-bombing-oil-tankers/),

They also tend to end up
fighting on the same side:
US is “de facto ally” of ISIS in
Yemen
(https://offguardian.org/2015/07/16/us-is-defacto-ally-of-isis-in-yemen/)

Whatever they want. Funny how
that works out.
Many open source
investigations, political
THE ADMISSION OF researchers and journalists have
come to the conclusion that ISIS
GUILT
is a creation of the West:

OK, OK…so we’ve established
US funding ISIS and
that the narrative of ISIS doesn’t
promoting
civil war for
(https://offmake any coherent sense, and
hegemony and profit
guardian.org/2015/09/15/us-drones- that ISIS either directly pursue –
attack-syrias-military-disguised-as-anor allow NATO countries to
airstrike-against-isis/)
(https://offpursue – Western Imperialist
guardian.org/2015/05/03/us-fundingpolicies.
isis-and-promoting-civil-war-forThat’s foreign policy…but what
hegemony-and-profit/)
about domestic policy? How
That’s strong evidence, but it is
have ISIS affected that? What
admittedly circumstantial.
So, did Obama & Clinton
agendas are served by the
really "found ISIS"?
“threat” of ISIS?
What about some direct
evidence of ISIS and the US
(https://offWell…there’s mass surveillance:
working together? Well, there’s
guardian.org/2016/08/17/so-didactually quite a lot of that.
obama-clinton-really-found-isis/)
ISIS is back – just in time to
prove we do need the
surveillance state after all

Whether “allowing” ISIS to
escape (https://off-

After all, the US has a long
history of employing Islamic
guardian.org/2016/08/23/pentagonextremists to attack, undermine
(https://offbacked-moderates-allow-100s-of-isisand destabilise their enemies.
guardian.org/2015/06/26/isis-is-back- fighters-to-escape/) or dropping
just-in-time-to-prove-we-do-need-thethem aid (https://offsurveillance-state-after-all/)
BRZEZINSKI TOURS
guardian.org/2016/03/01/unKHYBER
PASS REFUGEE
hypocrisy-as-wfp-drops-food-forThe fear of ISIS was used to
CAMPS UPITN 06/02/80
daesh/), or warning them before
justify an increase in military
air-raids
spending, extending “emergency (https://www.infowars.com/white(https://youtu.be/UmZING33H94)
powers” in France, and the speed house-gave-isis-45-minute-warning6
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But if all THAT still isn’t
enough to convince you…then
how about the fact the US (and
allies) has admitted to it?
Multiple times?

to do what they’re doing.

And IF there is real, innocent
blood spilt, we know who’s
If that isn’t enough, then there’s hands it will be on.
leaked telephone transcripts
showing Turkey were supporting Palestine Lecture
ISIS in Syria:

US Admits Paying Terrorists
For Services Rendered In
Leaked telephone transcripts
Syria
show Turkey is helping ISIS in
Syria
(https://offguardian.org/2015/07/02/us-admits(https://offpaying-terrorists-for-servicesrendered-in-syria/)

guardian.org/2016/03/01/leakedSource:
telephone-transcripts-show-turkey-is- https://www.mintpressnews.com/palesti
helping-isis-in-syria/)
ne-lecture-milan-university-mikopeled/262441/

General Michael Flynn admitted
it was a “willful decision” to
And then, of course, there’s
support Jihadists in Syria in an this…
interview in 2015
(https://www.foreignpolicyjournal.com Leaked audio: Sec of State
/2015/08/07/rise-of-islamic-state-was- Kerry confirms US used ISIS
a-willful-decision-former-dia-chiefto remove Syria's Assad
michael-flynn/):
(https://youtu.be/JdVa5qoh_80)
Hasan: You are basically saying
that even in government at the
CONCLUSION
time you knew these groups were
around, you saw this analysis,
and you were arguing against it, The bottom line here is that we
already know what ISIS are,
but who wasn’t listening?
how they came to be, what
they’re used for and who pays
Flynn: I think the
them. They aren’t a terrifying
administration.
death cult, they’re a story used
Hasan: So the administration to frighten us at home – and
mercenary proxy army used to
turned a blind eye to your
wage an illegal war abroad.
analysis?
Flynn: I don’t know that they
turned a blind eye, I think it was
a decision. I think it was a
willful decision.

Proceeds as Milan
Students Stand Up
To Zionist Attempt
to Block It

They serve Western interests
with western weapons for
western money. Their social
media accounts are allowed to
exist, their fear porn videos
broadcast widely and loudly.

Hasan: A willful decision to
support an insurgency that had
Salafists, Al Qaeda and the IF ISIS have a “resurgence”
now, either home or abroad, it’s
Muslim Brotherhood?
because that narrative serves US
Flynn: It was a willful decision interests.
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By Miko Peled
MILAN, ITALY — My lecture
at the University of Milan was
scheduled for the afternoon of
October 9, 2019. That morning
the university president,
pressured by a local Zionist
group, decided to cancel the
lecture. The excuse given was
that the lecture was scheduled on
the Jewish holiday of Yom
Kippur and this offended the
“Jewish community.” The
student organization that put
together the event, Fuori Luogo,
notified me that I should still
come and that the event would
take place as planned. If need be,
they said, they would occupy the
hall that was promised to them
and proceed with the lecture.
They asked that I arrive 30
minutes early.
It was a cloudy day and it began
to drizzle as I took the bus from
my hotel to the campus. I arrived
just before 2 p.m., 30 minutes
prior to the time the lecture was
supposed to begin, and a group
of students was standing in the
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campus courtyard with a large pressured by any religious
It was good to see that even
banner stating their refusal to
group. While they respect
though the university authorities
succumb to pressure by religious everyone’s right to freedom of in Milan, like other universities
groups. We stood outside of the religion, they said, they would around the world, are beholden
hall for a while waiting for a
refuse to let any group infringe to Zionist pressure, the students
lecture that was taking place to on their freedom to hold the
here are not. For students in
end. I was curious to see how
event. It was a sight to be seen. Milan, the decision to occupy
things would unfold.
The police left the premises and the space that was promised to
the administration did not
them was perfectly natural, and
When the occupation is intervene any further to stop the it was obvious that this was not
lecture, which was well attended the first time they had to resort
right!
and proceeded as planned. It was to this type of action. While one
proof that it is possible to stand can imagine that universities in
The level of confidence and
up and fight the Zionist
other cities around the world,
determination shown by the
occupation, and to win.
particularly in the U.S., would
students was high and very
have escalated the situation —
impressive. Then, a few minutes
even resorting to bringing in the
Zionist occupation
before 2:30, the students decided
police, forcing the students out,
we should go into the building.
The lecture was scheduled and and even arresting the students
A plain-clothes cop was there
advertised months in advance. — in Milan this is not how
trying to negotiate with the
The dates of the Jewish holidays things are done.
students. He was what they
called “political police,” a unit were well known and if anyone
Fighting the occupation
had a problem with the lecture
that apparently deals with
taking place during the Jewish
political issues, protests, etc.
holidays, they could have
My friend Bassem Tamimi from
spoken
up
at
any
time
before
the
the West Bank village of Nabi
The clock was ticking and the
day
of
the
event.
The
decision
to
Saleh, a man who has been a
discussions in the hallway were
protest the lecture at the last
fighter for freedom his entire
taking place when the school
minute
demonstrates
that
the
life, was recently refused a visa
administration proposed a
compromise. The lecture could intent was to disrupt the event to enter Australia. It is not the
first country that has either
go on, but the students would get and create a situation where
a different room. The students cancellation was the only option. refused or had created problems
for him to travel, and Bassem is
said no. At that point, it was
one of many Palestinians who
decided that it was time to take Zionists are accustomed to
getting
their
way.
In
Palestine
experience this. He attributes
action and the students
they
kill
and
injure,
arrest,
detain
this refusal to allow Palestinians
proceeded to take the room that
and torture Palestinians and yet to travel freely and to visit other
was promised to them. The
previous lecture was not quite they are never held accountable. countries to the fact that these
countries, mostly Western
over but they asked the professor Outside of Palestine, Zionist
agencies
act
like
a
mafia,
using
democracies, are themselves
to end the lesson early so that
that the university would not be the weapon of “antisemitism” as occupied.
able to take the lecture hall and a threat against anyone who
The Zionist occupation is
use it for something else. It was opposes them. Silencing the
event
in
Milan
had
little
to
do
maintained throughout the world
the right move.
with me but it had everything to through Zionist agencies that
Student leaders announced that do with the local Zionist agency operate on behalf of Israeli
they were occupying the lecture wanting to silence the debate on interests and act as watchdogs to
stop any real conversation on
hall and that they would not be Palestine.
8
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Palestine. In the U.K., as is now
well known, Zionist agencies are
in the midst of a vicious
campaign to undermine, if not
bring down, Labour Party leader
Jeremy Corbyn precisely
because of his views on
Palestine. The occupation
succeeds where people and
“Zionists out of the University.” Photo
organizations bow down to their
| Miko Peled
demands instead of standing up
to them, as was done in Milan. If Palestine is to be free of
Zionist oppression and
Zionists in Italy learned their
occupation, people around the
lesson in Milan, and the lecture world will need to free
tour continued with no further themselves first. This week in
interruptions. The tour included Italy it was made clear that it is
two lectures in Milan at two
possible to stand up to Zionism
different universities with
and win.
hundreds of students in
attendance, followed by a lecture
The Pathocracy of
in Turin, which was also very
well organized and attended, and
the Deep State:
two lectures in the city of
Tyranny at the
Cagliari in Sardinia.

The answer, then and now,
remains the same: None.

Even in Cagliari, on the Island
Psychopathic
of Sardinia, Zionist pressure is
felt and resented. The graffiti
Government
shown here, written on one of
the walls around the University
of Cagliari, says, “Zionists out
of the University.” Here too,
attempts by Zionist groups were
made to shut down the event in
which I spoke. These attempts
were thwarted thanks to the local
activists who engaged with the
Source:
University president explaining https://www.globalresearch.ca/deepstate-tyranny-psychopathicthat Zionist opposition to the
government/5692774
event was baseless. Here again,
my event was not unique —
By John W. Whitehead
there is a history of Zionist
opposition to any event openly
Twenty years ago, a newspaper
discussing Palestine.
headline asked the question:
“What’s the difference between a
politician and a psychopath?”

Psychopaths and politicians both
have a tendency to be selfish,
callous, remorseless users of
others, irresponsible,
pathological liars, glib, con
artists, lacking in remorse and
shallow.

Hands of a
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There is no difference between
psychopaths and politicians.
Nor is there much of a difference
between the havoc wreaked on
innocent lives by uncaring,
unfeeling, selfish, irresponsible,
parasitic criminals and elected
officials who lie to their
constituents, trade political
favors for campaign
contributions, turn a blind eye to
the wishes of the electorate,
cheat taxpayers out of hardearned dollars, favor the
corporate elite, entrench the
military industrial complex, and
spare little thought for the
impact their thoughtless actions
and hastily passed legislation
might have on defenseless
citizens.

Charismatic politicians, like
criminal psychopaths, exhibit a
failure to accept responsibility
for their actions, have a high
sense of self-worth, are
chronically unstable, have
socially deviant lifestyles, need
constant stimulation, have
parasitic lifestyles and possess
unrealistic goals.
It doesn’t matter whether you’re
talking about Democrats or
Republicans.
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Political psychopaths are all
psychopathic government, voters Instead, what we are
largely cut from the same
continue to elect psychopaths to experiencing is a pathocracy:
pathological cloth, brimming
positions of power and
tyranny at the hands of a
with seemingly easy charm and influence.
psychopathic government, which
boasting calculating minds. Such
“operates against the interests
leaders eventually create
According to investigative
of its own people except for
pathocracies: totalitarian
journalist Zack Beauchamp,
favoring certain groups.”
societies bent on power, control,
and destruction of both freedom
“In 2012, a group of
Worse, psychopathology is not
in general and those who
psychologists evaluated every confined to those in high
exercise their freedoms.
President from Washington to positions of government. It can
Bush II using ‘psychopathy trait spread like a virus among the
Once psychopaths gain power,
estimates derived from
populace. As an academic study
the result is usually some form
personality data completed by into pathocracy concluded,
of totalitarian government or a
historical experts on each
“[T]yranny does not flourish
pathocracy.
president.’ They found that
because perpetrators are
presidents tended to have the helpless and ignorant of their
“At that point, the government
psychopath’s characteristic actions. It flourishes because
operates against the interests of fearlessness and low anxiety they actively identify with those
its own people except for
levels — traits that appear to who promote vicious acts as
favoring certain groups,”
help Presidents, but also might virtuous.”
author James G. Long notes.
cause them to make reckless
“We are currently witnessing
decisions that hurt other
People don’t simply line up and
deliberate polarizations of
people’s lives.”
salute. It is through one’s own
American citizens, illegal
personal identification with a
actions, and massive and
The willingness to prioritize
given leader, party or social
needless acquisition of debt. power above all else, including order that they become agents of
This is typical of psychopathic the welfare of their fellow
good or evil.
systems, and very similar things human beings, ruthlessness,
happened in the Soviet Union as callousness and an utter lack of Much depends on how leaders
it overextended and collapsed.” conscience are among the
“cultivate a sense of
defining traits of the sociopath. identification with their
In other words, electing a
followers,” says Professor Alex
psychopath to public office is
When our own government no Haslam.
tantamount to national hara-kiri, longer sees us as human beings
the ritualized act of selfwith dignity and worth but as
“I mean one pretty obvious
annihilation, self-destruction and things to be manipulated,
thing is that leaders talk about
suicide. It signals the demise of manoeuvred, mined for data,
‘we’ rather than ‘I,’ and actually
democratic government and lays manhandled by police, conned
what leadership is about is
the groundwork for a totalitarian into believing it has our best
cultivating this sense of shared
regime that is legalistic,
interests at heart, mistreated,
identity about ‘we-ness’ and
militaristic, inflexible, intolerant jailed if we dare step out of line, then getting people to want to
and inhuman.
and then punished unjustly
act in terms of that ‘we-ness,’ to
without remorse—all the while
promote our collective
Incredibly, despite clear
refusing to own up to its failings interests. . . . [We] is the single
evidence of the damage that has —we are no longer operating
word that has increased in the
already been inflicted on our
under a constitutional republic.
inaugural addresses over the
nation and its citizens by a
last century . . . and the other
10
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one is ‘America.’”

challenge misconduct, and
crashing through your door, until
through protests and mass
your name is placed on a terror
The goal of the modern
political action that remind the watch list, until you are reported
corporate state is obvious: to
powers-that-be that “we the
for such outlawed activities as
promote, cultivate, and embed a people” are the ones that call the collecting rainwater or letting
sense of shared identification
shots.
your children play outside
among its citizens. To this end,
unsupervised, then it will be too
“we the people” have become
Remember, education precedes late.
“we the police state.”
action. Citizens need to the do
the hard work of educating
This much I know: we are not
We are fast becoming slaves in themselves about what the
faceless numbers. We are not
thrall to a faceless, nameless,
government is doing and how to cogs in the machine. We are not
bureaucratic totalitarian
hold it accountable. Don’t allow slaves.
government machine that
yourselves to exist exclusively in
relentlessly erodes our freedoms an echo chamber that is
We are human beings, and for
through countless laws, statutes, restricted to views with which the moment, we have the
and prohibitions.
you agree. Expose yourself to
opportunity to remain free—that
multiple media sources,
is, if we tirelessly advocate for
Any resistance to such regimes independent and mainstream,
our rights and resist at every turn
depends on the strength of
and think for yourself.
attempts by the government to
opinions in the minds of those
place us in chains.
who choose to fight back. What For that matter, no matter what
this means is that we the
your political leanings might be, The Founders understood that
citizenry must be very careful
don’t allow your partisan bias to our freedoms do not flow from
that we are not manipulated into trump the principles that serve as the government. They were not
marching in lockstep with an
the basis for our constitutional given to us only to be taken
oppressive regime.
republic. As Beauchamp notes, away by the will of the State.
“A system that actually holds
They are inherently ours. In the
Writing for ThinkProgress,
people accountable to the
same way, the government’s
Beauchamp suggests that “one broader conscience of society
appointed purpose is not to
of the best cures to bad leaders may be one of the best ways to threaten or undermine our
may very well be political
keep conscienceless people in
freedoms, but to safeguard them.
democracy.”
check.”
Until we can get back to this
But what does this really mean That said, if we allow the ballot way of thinking, until we can
in practical terms?
box to become our only means remind our fellow Americans
of pushing back against the
what it really means to be free,
It means holding politicians
police state, the battle is already and until we can stand firm in
accountable for their actions and lost.
the face of threats to our
the actions of their staff using
freedoms, we will continue to be
every available means at our
Resistance will require a
treated like slaves in thrall to a
disposal: through investigative citizenry willing to be active at bureaucratic police state run by
journalism (what used to be
the local level.
political psychopaths.
referred to as the Fourth Estate)
that enlightens and informs,
Yet as I point out in my book
The Putin-Nazis Are
through whistleblower
Battlefield America: The War on
Coming (Again)!
complaints that expose
the American People, if you wait
corruption, through lawsuits that to act until the SWAT team is
Source:
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https://dissidentvoice.org/2019/10/theputin-nazis-are-coming-again/

to be the third-party candidate.” What, Exactly, Is Tulsi Gabbard
Up To?, which reported at length
She was referring, of course, to on how Gabbard has been
By C. J. Hopkins
Tulsi Gabbard, sitting
“injecting chaos” into the
Democratic Member of
Democratic primaries.
So, it looks like that’s it for
Congress, decorated Major in
Professional “disinformation
America, folks. Putin has gone
the Army National Guard, and experts” supplied The Times
and done it again. He and his
long shot 2020 presidential
with convincing evidence (i.e.,
conspiracy of Putin-Nazis have
candidate. Apparently, Gabbard unfounded hearsay and
“hacked,” or “influenced,” or
(who reliable anonymous
innuendo) of “suspicious
“meddled in” our democracy.
sources in the Intelligence
activity” surrounding Gabbard’s
Unless Admiral Bill McRaven
Community have confirmed is a campaign. Former Clinton-aide
and his special ops cronies can
member of some kind of
Laura Rosenberger (who also
ginny up a last-minute military
treasonous, Samoan-Hindu,
just happens to be the Director
coup, it’s four more years of the
Assad-worshipping cult that
of the Alliance for Securing
Trumpian Reich, Russian
wants to force everyone to
Democracy, “a bipartisan
soldiers patrolling the streets,
practice yoga) has been
transatlantic national security
martial law, concentration
undergoing Russian “grooming” advocacy group” comprised of
camps, gigantic banners with the
at a compound in an undisclosed former Intelligence Community
faces of Trump and Putin
location that is probably in the and U.S. State Department
hanging in the football stadiums,
basement of Mar-a-Lago, or on officials, and publisher of the
mandatory Sieg-heiling in the
Sublevel 168 of Trump Tower. Hamilton 68 dashboard) “sees
public schools, National VodkaGabbard as a potentially useful
for-Breakfast Day, death’s heads,
In any event, wherever Gabbard vector for Russian efforts to sow
babushkas, the whole nine yards.
is being surreptitiously
division.”
“groomed” (presumably by
We probably should have seen
someone resembling Lotte
The Times piece goes on to list
this coming.
Lenya in From Russia With
an assortment of unsavory,
Love), the plan (i.e., Putin’s
extremist, white supremacist,
That’s right, as I’m sure you are
plan) is to have her lose in the horrible, neo-Nazi-type persons
aware by now, president-in-exile
Democratic primaries, then run that Tulsi Gabbard has nothing
Hillary Clinton has discovered
as a third-party “spoiler”
to do with, but which Hillary
Putin’s diabolical plot to steal
candidate, stealing votes from Clinton, the Intelligence
the presidency from Elizabeth
Warren or Biden, exactly as Jill Community, The Times, and the
Warren, or Biden, or whichever
Stein (who, according to
rest of the corporate media
establishment puppet makes it
Clinton, is also “totally a
would like you to mentally
out of the Democratic primaries.
Russian asset”) stole them from associate her with. Richard
Speaking to former Obama
Clinton back in 2016, allowing Spencer, David Duke, Steve
adviser and erstwhile partner at
Putin to install Donald Trump
Bannon, Mike Cernovich,
AKPD Message and Media
(who, according to Clinton, is
Tucker Carlson, and so on. NeoDavid Plouffe, Clinton revealed
still being blackmailed by the
Nazi sites like the Daily Stormer.
how the godless Rooskies intend
FSB with that “kompromat” pee- 4chan, where, according to The
to subvert democracy this time:
tape) in the White House, where New York Times, neo-Nazis like
she so clearly belongs.
to “call her Mommy.”
“I’m not making any
predictions, but I think they’ve
Clinton’s comments came on the In keeping with professional
got their eye on somebody who
heels of a preparatory smearjournalistic ethics, The Times
is currently in the Democratic
piece in The New York Times, also reached out to experts on
primary and are grooming her
12
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fascism, fascist terrorism,
the corporate media launched
Middle East (and the rest of the
terrorist fascism, fascist-adjacent into their familiar Goebbelsian entire planet), and their using the
Assad-apologism, Hitlerism,
piano routine, banging out story U.S. military to do it.
horrorism, Russia, and so on, to after television segment
confirm Gabbard’s guilt-byrepeating the words “Gabbard” Ask yourself, what do Trump,
association with the people The and “Russian asset.” I’ve singled Sanders, Corbyn, and Gabbard
Times had just associated her
out The Times because the
have in common? No, it’s not
with. Brian Levin, Director of smear piece in question was
their Putin-Nazism … it’s the
the CSU Center for the Study of clearly a warm-up for Hillary
challenge they represent to
Hate and Extremism, confirmed Clinton’s calculated smear job global capitalism. Each, in his or
that Gabbard has “the seal of
on Friday night. No, the old gal her own way, is a symbol of the
approval” within goosehasn’t lost her mind. She knew growing populist resistance to
stepping, Hitler-loving, neo-Nazi exactly what she was doing, as the privatization and
circles. The Alliance for
did the editors of The New York globalization of everything. And
Securing Democracy (yes, the Times, as did every other
thus, they must be delegitimized,
one from the previous
establishment news source that stigmatized, and relentlessly
paragraph) conducted an
breathlessly “reported” her neo- smeared as “Russian assets,”
“independent analysis” which McCarthyite smears.
“anti-Semites,” “traitors,”
confirmed that RT (“the
“white supremacists,” “fascists,”
Kremlin-backed news agency”) As I noted in my previous essay “communists,” or some other
had mentioned Gabbard far more (https://consentfactory.org/2019/10/04/ type of “extremists.”
often than the Western corporate trumpenstein-must-be-destroyed/),
media (which isn’t backed by
2020 is for all the marbles, and Gabbard, to her credit,
anyone, and is totally unbiased it’s not just about who wins the understands this, and is focusing
and independent, despite the fact election. No, it’s mostly about attention on the motives and
that most of it is owned by a
crushing the “populist” backlash tactics of the neoliberal
handful of powerful global
against the hegemony of global establishment and their smear
corporations, and at least one
capitalism and its happy, smiley- machine. As I noted in an essay
CIA-affiliated oligarch). Oh, and faced, conformist ideology. To last year
Hawaii State Senator Kai
do that, the neoliberal
(https://consentfactory.org/2018/09/29/
how-to-maliciously-smear-your-criticsKahele, who is challenging
establishment has to
and-not-get-away-with-it/), “the only
Gabbard for her seat in
delegitimize, and lethally
Congress, agreed with The
stigmatize, not just Trump, but way to effectively counter a
Times that Gabbard’s support
also people like Gabbard, Bernie smear campaign (whether largefrom Jew-hating, racist PutinSanders, Jeremy Corbyn … and scale or small-scale) is to resist
Nazis might be a potential
any other popular political figure the temptation to profess your
innocence, and, instead, focus
liability.
(left, right, it makes no
difference) deviating from that as much attention on the tactics
and the motives of the smearers
“Clearly there’s something ideology.
as possible.” This will not save
about her and her policies that
her, but it is the best she can do,
attracts and appeals to these In Trump’s case, it’s his neoand I applaud her for having the
type of people who are white nationalism. In Sanders and
guts to do it. I hope she
nationalists, anti-Semites, and Corbyn’s, it’s socialism (or at
Holocaust deniers.”
least some semblance of social continues to give them hell as
democracy). In Gabbard’s, it’s they finish off her candidacy and
drive her out of office.
But it’s not just The New York her opposition to the
Times, of course. No sooner had Corporatocracy’s ongoing efforts
Clinton finished cackling than to restructure and privatize the Oh, and if you’re contemplating
13
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sending me an email explaining Martha’s Vineyard.
never known. Juncker, emotional
how these smear campaigns
about his leaving and handing
don’t work (or you spent the
Or ask the millions of well-off over the office of EU
weekend laughing about how
liberals who are still, even after Commissioner on 1 November
Hillary Clinton lost her mind
Russiagate was exposed as an
to Madame Ursula von der
and made an utter jackass of
enormous hoax based on
Leyen, from Germany, may have
herself), maybe check in with
absolutely nothing, parroting
made some special concessions
Julian Assange, who is about to this paranoid official narrative to Johnson – some rumors go.
be extradited to America, tried and calling people “Russian
But unlikely. He is not the only
for exposing U.S. war crimes, assets” on Twitter. Or never
one to decide. Besides, deal or
and then imprisoned for the
mind, just pay attention to what no deal, or BREXIT or no
remainder of his natural life. If happens over the next twelve
BREXIT, had already been
you can’t get through to Julian at months. In terms of ridiculous decided shortly after the surprise
Belmarsh, you could ring up
official propaganda, spittlepro-BREXIT public vote on 23
Katharine Viner at The
flecked McCarthyite smears, and June 2016. And it is clear, not
Guardian, which has ruthlessly full-blown psychotic mass Putin- the EU and not the British elite
smeared Assange for years, and Nazi hysteria, it’s going to make want BREXIT.
published outright lies about
the last three years look like the
him, and is apparently doing
Propaganda Special Olympics. In any case, in a first vote on Mr.
very well financially.
Johnson’s new and ‘better’ deal,
British Parliament voted 322
BREXIT – Yes or the
And, if Katharine is on holiday
to 306 to postpone the vote on
No – a Deal
in Antigua or somewhere, or
whether or not to accept the
having tea with Hillary in the
deal”, until the new
Prearranged Three “new
rooftop bar of the Hay-Adams
“ratification law” is voted on. –
Years Ago
Hotel, you could try Luke
What ratification law? – A
Harding (who not only writes
precise date for the vote is not
and publishes propaganda for
known. All that would point to
The Guardian, but who wrote a
the need to ask again Brussels
whole New York Times bestfor a postponement of the British
seller based on nothing but lies
decision, “deal or no deal”,
and smears). Or try Marty
beyond the current target of 31
Baron, Dean Baquet, Paul
October 2019. But, THE Boris
Krugman, or even Rachel
says, he will do everything to
Maddow, or any of the other
avoid such a step. How?
Source: https://journaleditors and journalists who have
neo.org/2019/10/21/brexit-yes-or-no-abeen covering the Putin-Nazi
The mess and confusion are
deal-prearranged-three-years-ago/
“Attack on America,” and
overwhelming. People go crazy,
keeping us apprised of who is
especially in Britain. They don’t
By Peter Koenig
and isn’t a Hitler-loving
know what will happen when;
“Russian asset.”
Prime Minister Boris Johnson whether their jobs are at stake,
came back from Brussels with a their pensions in question, in
Ask them whether their smear deal better than any Theresa
case some of them at one point
machine is working … if you
May ever achieved, so he says. in the past, or now, have been or
can get them off the phone with His talks with the departing
are working in another EU
their brokers, or whoever is
European Commissioner, Jean- country. Will ”The Market” ruin
decorating their summer places Claude Juncker, were very
their savings? Will sudden
in the Hamptons or out on
fruitful. But precise details are border closings – pure
14
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speculation – cause enormous
shortages of necessary goods,
food, medicine – and cause
hyper-inflation?

Besides, Washington is not keen May, Johnson was also planned?
on seeing the UK leave the EU. It helps confusing the public.
In more cases than one, the UK What if the assertiveness of
has acted as a US mole in the
Johnson to pull BREXIT
EU. For example, on the
through come hell or high water,
Depression rates run high in
decision to accept 13 Eastern
is mere make-believe? – He
Britain, as well as among those European countries in the EU – knows it will not happen, not on
Brits who have made themselves countries that were economically 31 October, and most likely not
a living in an associated EU
and socially far from at par with in January 2020. Then he
country. Will they have to leave? the 15 EU members in 2004,
“failed” and will resign? The
Granted, it is not easy to live
when they were integrated into new PM, whoever he / she may
peacefully and without stress
the EU between 2004 and 2013. be, will call for a new
and anxiety under these
No questions asked, no member referendum – as the public
circumstances.
country’s population was asked outcry in this direction becomes
for their opinion. It was done
ever louder – democracy will
Why is it so difficult to accept like by dictatorship. Most of the finally be reinstated to bring
and respect the democratic vote population of the 15 members order to the mess. Or, will a new
to exit the European Union,
would have said NO.
referendum do that, reinstate
never mind the narrow result of
“democracy” in the minds of
a 51.89% yes ballot for leaving It is was clear that these new,
those who have voted for
the EU? – Because this vote, of economically weak countries
BREXIT in June 2016? – Maybe
which we now know was helped would also weaken the whole of not. Probably not. The possible
by Cambridge Analytica came a the EU, as they would require
consequences are unimaginable
as total surprise to the British
special financial aid in the
at this point.
elite, who never thought that a billions of euros, funds that the
majority, even a small one,
EU would miss to solidify for
The new referendum would be
would be so sick and tired of
eventually forming a solid
very carefully “accompanied”
being managed and told what to federal European Union. That’s and supervised, so as not to
do by a cumbersome,
exactly what Washington
allow any mishaps, or missteps
bureaucratic EU Commission in wanted, the preventing a federal by the voters. This time the
Brussels.
European Union with a common votes must be SOLID pro-EU, if
Constitution – an equal or
possible, by a landslide, so as
Now, these behind-the-curtain superior to the federal United
not to evoke questions and
elites are doing everything to
States of America.
recounts, and – foremost to
appear keeping ‘democracy’
avoid protests in the streets of
alive, respecting the vote, but
A federal United States of
London, the financial capital, the
finding any means to circumvent Europe was, of course, squarely city of money, the home turf of
the action linked to the vote –
against the idea of the US which capitalism. “Remain” must be
namely BREXIT. The circus has was the mastermind behind the achieved with a very
lasted for over three years – and European Union in the first
comfortable margin. And bingo,
still no definitive decision is
place; an idea that was borne
democracy has been preserved.
made. My hunch is – and I am during or right after WWII, and And nothing changes. By then,
not alone – that this has all been then implanted by the CIA in
some 4 years will be down the
plotted shortly after the surprise willing European politicians,
drain, four years of anger,
ballot by a small elite that keeps those heading the Club of Rome, frustration, insecurity, fear,
a firm handle on the British
for instance.
depression, anxiety – and who
Parliament – and of course on
knows how many suicides?
the PM.
What if the succession Cameron,
15
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What would really happen if
BREXIT were to take place as
the voters decided? –
Doomsday-sayers are, of course,
paid to spread fear, fear of
uncertainty, fear of no-longer
belonging, fear of being evicted
from wherever in Europe one
might live. And we know, fear is
the best means to keep people in
check, while none of the
nefarious Armageddon
predictions would occur.
The UK, after the obligatory,
speculative, profit-taking fall
and rise of the stock and
currency markets, would fully
recover and within a couple of
years would very likely be far
better off than under the
watchful eye of Brussels. The
EU bureaucracy of Brussels is
worse than useless, especially
the EU Parliament which is
completely toothless, and the
European Commission that
decides over all major issues
without consultation of the
member countries’ people. It
brings only frustration and
hardship to most members, as in
having to adapt their laws to EU
standards, losing their
sovereignty. Germany, the tacit
EU leader, may be an exception,
though a majority of Germans
would also like to turn their back
to the EU.

not much better off – and Italy’s
By Drago Bosnic
EU fate hovers dreadfully over
the Italian public, so much so, A senior Iraqi security expert
that the Italian Government
disclosed that Washington is
decided on its own on a Plan B, attempting to transfer 3,000
namely association with the east, members of the ISIS terrorist
signing up to the Chinese Belt group from Syria to Iraq. Hafez
and Road Initiative (BRI).
Al-Basharah told the Arabiclanguage al-Ma’aloumeh news
What is doomed after BREXIT, website on Tuesday that the US
is most probably not the UK, but which has created and supported
the European (non-) Union
the ISIS terrorists in the past few
itself. This construct, with a fiat years is now plotting to create a
currency like the dollar, is not safe area for them in Iraq. He
sustainable. A single currency added that Washington, which
for a group of countries that
has chosen three areas in Iraq for
have no declared common goals, the ISIS relocation, wants to
like a Constitution, is not
transfer the militants first to the
sustainable. It is just a question, regions under Turkey’s military
what will fall first, the EU or the attacks in Syria and then to Iraq.
Euro; but fall they will. It’s a
matter of time.
“The first region that the US
intends to transfer the ISIS
BREXIT or no-BREXIT is
terrorists is an area between
actually anecdotal. But, hey, let’s Albu Kamal in Syria and Qa’em
not jump the gun. It’s pure
in Iraq; the second region is Ein
speculation. After all chaos is
al-Assad base; and the third
dynamic and unpredictable.
area is one of the US bases in
Anything can happen.
the Iraqi Kurdistan region,” alBasharah said.

US Plot to Transfer
Thousands of ISIS
Terrorists from
Syria to Iraq

The Arabic-language media
outlets had reported in July that
Washington planned to bring
back a more dangerous version
of the ISIS terrorist group to Iraq
and Syria after its failure to
achieve its mischievous goals in
the region. The Arabic-language
website of the Russian Sputnik
So, what good is it to stay in this
news agency quoted Hessam
useless non-Union, that has no
Sho’aib, a Syrian military expert
sense of solidarity, that allows
on terrorist organizations, as
weak members, like Greece, to
saying that a recent report by the
be literally slaughtered, by their
US-based Institute for Studies of
Source:
own brothers, the IMF, the EC
https://www.globalresearch.ca/expert- War (ISW) on rebirth of the ISIS
and the European Central Bank? reveals-us-plot-transfer-thousands-isis- terrorists in Iraq and Syria
terrorists-syria-iraq/5692297
Spain, Ireland and Portugal are
exposes this reality that the US
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Central Intelligence Agency
(CIA) has created the ISIS and is
preparing the grounds for the
return of the terrorist groups,
especially the ISIS, to the
region.

means “We have hundreds of
military bases circling the globe,
our annual military budget is
steadily climbing toward the
trillion-dollar mark, and we are
engaged in countless undeclared
wars and regime change
Source:
Sho’aib noted that the ISW’s
interventions all around the
report on ISIS’ dominance over https://caitlinjohnstone.com/2019/10/1 world.”
several regions in Iraq and Syria 8/peace-expert-george-w-bush-saysisolationism-is-dangerous-to-peace/
such as Mosul shows that the US
It is unclear why Bush is
is not looking for establishment
choosing to present himself as a
By Caitlin Johnstone
of peace in the region and ISIS’
more peaceful president than
retreat from Raqqa has taken
Trump given that by this point in
Humanity was treated to an
place on CIA’s order and not a important lecture on peace at a his first term Bush had launched
defeat in war against the Syrian recent event for the NIR School not one but two full-scale
Democratic Forces (SDF).
of the Heart by none other than ground invasion wars whose
Ellen Degeneres BFF and world- effects continue to ravage the
He reiterated that the SDF is also renowned peace expert George Middle East to this very day,
a part of the CIA’s plot for Syria, W Bush.
especially given the way both
and said, “The US has come to
presidents appear to be in
know that it cannot conduct any “I don’t think the Iranians
furious agreement on foreign
kind of military operation
believe a peaceful Middle East policy matters like Iran. But here
against Iran, and therefore it
is in their national interest,” said we are.
has resorted to reviving the
the former president according
terrorist groups to carry out
to The Washington Post‘s Josh From a certain point of view it’s
terrorist attacks as a much
hard to say which is stranger:
Rogin, whose brief Twitter
cheaper scenario for the
thread on the subject appears to (A) a war criminal with a bloodregion.”
soaked legacy of mass murder,
be the only record of Bush’s
torture and military
speech anywhere online.
Sho’aib noted that Washington
expansionism telling Trump that
uses the terrorist groups in the “An isolationist United States is he is endangering peace with his
region as a pressure lever, and destabilizing around the world,” “isolationism”, or (B) the claim
said that the purpose of reviving Bush said during the speech in that Trump is “isolationist” at
the terrorist organizations is
what according to Rogin was a all. As we’ve discussed
preoccupying the regional
shot at the sitting president. “We previously, Trump’s so-called
countries’ armies, specially Iraq, are becoming isolationist and
isolationism has thus far
Syria and Iran.
that’s dangerous for the sake of consisted of killing tens of
thousands of Venezuelans with
peace.”
starvation sanctions in an
Peace Expert
those who don’t speak fluent attempt to effect regime change
George W Bush For
neoconservative, “isolationist” in the most oil-rich nation on
earth, advancing a regime
Says ‘Isolationism’ here means taking even one
step in any direction other change operation in Iran via
Is Dangerous To small
starvation sanctions, CIA covert
than continued military
expansionism into every square ops, and reckless military
Peace
escalations, continuing to
inch of planet Earth, and “We
are becoming isolationist” here facilitate the Saudi-led slaughter
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in Yemen and to sell arms to
Saudi Arabia, inflating the
already insanely bloated US
military budget to enable more
worldwide military
expansionism, greatly increasing
the number of bombs dropped
per day from the previous
administration, killing record
numbers of civilians in airstrikes
for which he has reduced
military accountability, and of
course advancing many, many
new cold war escalations against
the nuclear superpower Russia.

isolationism with nonGeorge W Bush could shut the
interventionism, which are two fuck up forever, ideally in a
wildly different things.
locked cell following a public
Secondly, none of the
war tribunal. Failing that, at the
mainstream political figures who very least people should stop
are consistently tarred with the looking at him as a cuddly
“isolationist” pejorative are
wuddly teddy bear with whom
isolationists by any stretch of the it’s fun to share a sporting arena
imagination, or even proper non- suite or a piece of hard candy or
interventionists; they all support to hang award medals on for his
many interventionist positions treatment of veterans. This mass
which actual nonmurdering monster has been
interventionists object to.
growing more and more popular
Thirdly, calling someone who
with Democrats lately just
opposes endless warmongering because he offers mild criticisms
an “isolationist” makes as much of Trump sometimes, as have
But these bogus warnings about sense as calling someone who war pigs like Bill Kristol and
a dangerous, nonexistent threat opposes rape a man-hating
Max Boot and even John Bolton
of isolationism are nothing new prude; opposing an intrinsically for the same reason, and it needs
for Dubya. In his farewell
evil act is not the same as
to stop. And in the name of a
address to the nation, Bush said withdrawing from the world.
million dead Iraqis, please don’t
the following:
start consulting this man on
Nobody actually believes that
matters of peace.
“In the face of threats from US foreign policy is under any
abroad, it can be tempting to threat of anything remotely
seek comfort by turning inward. resembling isolationism. The
But we must reject isolationism real purpose of this buzzword is
and its companion,
to normalize the forever war and
protectionism. Retreating behind drag the Overton window so far
our borders would only invite in the direction of ghoulish
danger. In the 21st century, hawkishness that the opposite of
security and prosperity at home “war” is no longer “peace”, but
depend on the expansion of “isolationism”. By pulling this
liberty abroad. If America does neat little trick, the
not lead the cause of freedom, propagandists of the
that cause will not be led.” political/media class have
successfully made endless war
As we discussed recently, use of seem like a perfectly normal
the pro-war buzzword
thing to be happening and any
“isolationism” has been resmall attempt to scale it back
emerging from its post-Bush
look weird and freakish, when
hibernation as a popular onethe truth is the exact opposite.
word debunk of any opposition War is weird, freakish and
to continued US military
horrific, and peace is of course
expansionism in all directions, normal. This is the only healthy
and it is deceitful in at least three way to see things.
distinct ways. Firstly, the way it
is used consistently conflates
It would actually be great if
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